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New Addition 
to the Spine 
Clinic
Physiatrist joins staff

The Augusta Health Spine Clinic is excited to welcome 
physiatrist Rachel Hallmark, MD, PhD, to its family. 
Dr. Hallmark’s work as a physiatrist (a specialist in physi-
cal medicine and rehabilitation) primarily focuses on 
treating neck and back pain as an alternative to surgery. 
Though her work centers on the neck and back, she 
treats other types of pain as well.

“I manage different types of pain and dysfunction that can 
come from a lot of different sources, including arthritis, 
muscular pain, traumatic brain injuries, strokes and 
amputations,” she says. 

She adds that when it comes to back pain and back inju-
ries, most people do well with conservative management. 
In fact, around 90 percent of people with pain due to a 
herniated disc don’t need to have surgical intervention.  

“I try to help people avoid surgery and use other strategies 
to manage pain and allow the body to heal,” she notes. 

Dr. Hallmark is excited to bring physical medicine and 
rehabilitation services to Augusta Health. 

“The opportunity was 
really exciting to me 
because I’m basi-
cally starting a new 
practice out here, 
and I believe there 
are a lot of patients 
‘on this side of the 
mountain’ who 
can benefit from 
this type of care,” 
she says. 

To make an appointment at the Augusta Health 
Spine Clinic, call (540) 245-7400 (Staunton) 
or (540) 221-7400 (Waynesboro). A referral 
from your primary care doctor is suggested. 

Caring for Young Patients
Augusta Health has been working on an effort to improve the care 
of pediatric patients with pneumonia as part of Improving Community 
Acquired Pneumonia (ICAP). A total of 52 hospitals across the coun-
try were selected to participate in this national effort sponsored by 
the American Academy of Pediatrics. Pediatricians, nurses, pharma-
cists and emergency room doctors are all engaged in this effort.

According to Danielle Wales, MD, a pediatric hospitalist at Augusta 
Health, one of the main goals of this project is to tailor the hospital’s 
antibiotic use to the bacteria that are most likely to cause pneumonia 
in children. 

Narrow-spectrum antibiotics target specific bacteria, while broad-
spectrum antibiotics target a wide range of bacteria. For this effort, 
providers are using narrow-spectrum antibiotics such as Ampicillin 
and Amoxicillin instead of broad-spectrum antibiotics. This lowers the 
chances of other bacteria in children becoming resistant to “big-gun” 
antibiotics. They are also trying to do fewer X-rays and less blood 
work to minimize radiation exposure and pain for their young patients. 

“We’re excited that we could be contributing to less antibiotic resis-
tance, which is an emerging public health problem,” says Dr. Wales. 

“We’re happy that we’re participating in a major quality improvement 
initiative by the American Academy of Pediatrics. It shows that our 
smallest patients are receiving the highest standards of care right 
here in our community.”

In just the first quarter of implementing these changes (September 
to December 2014), the hospital has seen increased narrow-spectrum 
antibiotic use in 60 percent of its pediatric patients — close to its goal 
of 80 percent. The team has also seen a reduction in the number of 
chest X-rays and blood tests done. 

“In our first quarter of implementing these changes, at discharge, 
100 percent of the patients were getting the correct antibiotics, 
so we’ve found success already,” says Dr. Wales. 
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